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Media Statement on the IMF-Kenya Program 

Kenyans meeting the cost of corruption  
 

 
The Okoa Uchumi Debt Campaign is a civil society platform committed towards 
working with stakeholders to redress Kenya’s public debt crisis. The coalition 
seeks to push for political accountability and bolster constitutional safeguards 
in public debt management as a means to debt sustainability through a balanced 
and equitable budget.1 
 
Background 
In April this year Kenya entered an IMF fiscal consolidation program whose 
conditionalities will have a significant bearing on the taxpayer.  On 2nd June 
the Okoa Uchumi Coalition held a public stakeholder meeting to address the 
impact of the IMF-Kenya Program and Finance Bill 2021 on the lives of 
Kenyans. 

The meeting made the following recommendations. 

a. Tax on bread: We call on parliament to reject the removal of any 
exemption on bread. We call on parliament to protect the vulnerable.  

b. Tax on Boda Boda:  We call on parliament to reject increased tax on boda 
boda, especially at this time when a majority of household are negatively 
impacted by the effects of the Covid pandemic. 

c. We all on Parliament to reject taxes which will increase the cost of doing 
business by exporters of services.  

d. We call on parliament to reject the changes to the EBITDA which will 
negatively affect SME’s. 

e. We call on Treasury to withdraw the proposed minimum tax, to allow for 
further stakeholder consultations. 

f. We call on parliament to take steps to reduce indirect taxes which affect 
the poor by closing taxation loopholes around exemptions. 

g. We condemn the standoff over ARVs which has resulted in the expiry of 
donated drugs at the expense of human life. 

 
1Coalition Partners: Crawn Trust Kenya, Diakonia Sweden, Diocese of Lodwar, Institute for Public Finance Kenya, International Budget 
Partnership Kenya, Interreligious Council Kenya, Kenya Human Rights Commission, National Taxpayers Association Kenya, Okoa Mombasa, 
Oxfam Kenya, PAWA 254, The Institute for Social Accountability, Transparency International Kenya, East Africa Tax Governance Network, 
Econews, Kenya Tuitakayo Movement, Katiba Institute 
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Public participation 

Public participation is a sacrosanct principle of the constitution of Kenya. We 
call upon government to ensure there is robust and meaningful of public 
engagement and civilian oversight in the IMF-Kenya program. 

Budget Deficit: 

We note that the taxation measures have been forced by a bloated expenditure 
budget. We therefore call upon Parliament; NOT to approve the 2021 budget 
expenditure proposals until it meets the following conditions: 

 ENSURES realistic tax revenue projections. 
 ENSURES the budget contains the actual debt repayment figure. 
 ENSURES a realistic Covid budget with adequate money going to 

vaccination and covid related sectors. 
 ENSURES that no new projects are introduced in the present 

budget. 
 ENSURES that Treasury tables the list of stalled projects to be 

rationalized and the amounts. (Under the IMF-Kenya program 
Treasury committed to identify projects to be rationalized by end of 
March 2021. This report should be tabled in parliament)  

 ENSURES that all projects cited in Auditor General reports for 
corruption are not included in the budget. 

 ENSURES that Treasury tables the measures to decrease wasteful 
recurrent spending. 

 ENSURES that the budget estimates are accompanied by the list 
of exemptions for audit and those that need to be suspended.  

 ENSURES that Parliament does not approve any additional 
exceptions without a clear socio-economic impact assessment. 

 ENSURES that Treasury does not borrow any additional money 
without parliamentary approval, and clear indication of where the 
money is going. 

 ENSURES an audit of the Exchequer account to trace all debt 
amounts and their expenditure. 
 

Signed on Behalf of the Coalition members 
 
 
Wanjiru Gikonyo 
National Coordinator 
The Institute for Social Accountability (TISA) 
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For further details contact angela.wangeshi@tisa.or.ke  and 
Christine.akinyi@tisa.or.ke or call 0736104933.  

Links to the Okoa Uchumi Policy Briefs  

https://resources.tisa.co.ke/2021/05/27/a-working-paper-on-kenyas-debt-
crisis-options-for-balanced-and-equitable-budgets-part-2/ 

https://resources.tisa.co.ke/2021/05/27/a-working-paper-on-kenyas-debt-
crisis-options-for-balanced-and-equitable-budgets-part-1/ 

Join the OkoaUchumi campaign by dialing *821*100# 

 


